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I. IntroductionI. Introduction

 Traditional deficit and debt indicators capture health of Traditional deficit and debt indicators capture health of 
public finances today but not in future:public finances today but not in future:

 weakness evident in treatment of pension reforms, weakness evident in treatment of pension reforms, 
which may strengthen longwhich may strengthen long--term fiscal outlook but term fiscal outlook but 
affect adversely mediumaffect adversely medium--term budget balance and term budget balance and 
debtdebt

 concerns that assessments based on traditional concerns that assessments based on traditional 
indicators provide incentives to delay or reverse indicators provide incentives to delay or reverse 
reformsreforms
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II.  Implicit Pension DebtII.  Implicit Pension Debt
a. Conceptual Overviewa. Conceptual Overview

 Pension obligations = implicit government debtPension obligations = implicit government debt

 future spending deriving from pension promisesfuture spending deriving from pension promises

 concept not limited to pensionsconcept not limited to pensions

 not equivalent to explicit debtnot equivalent to explicit debt
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II. Implicit Pension DebtII. Implicit Pension Debt
b. Alternative  Approaches b. Alternative  Approaches 

 Three measures of implicit debtThree measures of implicit debt

 shutdown (accrued) liability—value of obligations if 
existing system were closed immediately

 closed group liability—value of obligations from 
past and future accruals if system were closed to new 
members

 open group liability—value of obligations from past 
and future accruals if system were to remain open to 
current and future members
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II. Implicit Pension DebtII. Implicit Pension Debt
b. Alternative Approachesb. Alternative Approaches

 Measured in terms of net present value (NPV)Measured in terms of net present value (NPV)

 often expressed in terms of current GDP

 should capture earmarked future contributions

 sensitive to discount rate; presentation based on 1%

 depends on time horizon
 too short: important demographic trends not captured

 too long : little relevance to current policy makers

 presentation based on 2060 as time horizon
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III. Fiscal Impact of Pension ReformIII. Fiscal Impact of Pension Reform

 Many countries have reformed first pillar PAYG Many countries have reformed first pillar PAYG 
pension systems to improve fiscal sustainabilitypension systems to improve fiscal sustainability

 advanced countries focused on parametric reforms

 other countries, incl. transition economies in Eastern 
Europe, also introduced mandatory, funded schemes 
(“second pillar”)
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III. Fiscal Impact of Pension ReformIII. Fiscal Impact of Pension Reform
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Before reforms After reforms
Bulgaria 148 3
Estonia 35 -58
Latvia -31 -82
Lithuania 58 -22
Hungary 181 27
Poland 331 101
Romania 192 76
Slovak Republic 184 25
Average 137 9

Impact of past pension reforms on open group liabilities (2007-2060) 
(Percent of 2007 GDP)

First pillar net open group liability



III. Fiscal Impact of Pension ReformIII. Fiscal Impact of Pension Reform
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Revenue losses from 
diversion to second pillar

Reduction of net open group 
liability from overall reform

Bulgaria 45 100
Estonia 64 29
Latvia 99 -48
Lithuania 43 38
Hungary 61 93
Poland 63 167
Romania 49 67
Slovak Republic 53 106
Average 60 69

Impact of past pension reforms on open group liabilities (2007-2060)                     
(Percent of 2007 GDP)



III. Fiscal Impact of Pension ReformIII. Fiscal Impact of Pension Reform

 CommonlyCommonly--used fiscal indicators of budget balance and used fiscal indicators of budget balance and 
debt tend to worsen with introduction of second pillar as debt tend to worsen with introduction of second pillar as 
contributions declinecontributions decline
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III. Fiscal Impact of Pension ReformIII. Fiscal Impact of Pension Reform
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Budget balance
Impact of reform on 

budget balance
Budget balance assuming 

reform reversal

Bulgaria 0.1 -0.7 0.8
Estonia 2.6 -1.3 3.9
Latvia -0.3 -0.8 0.5
Lithuania -1.0 -0.9 -0.1
Hungary -5.0 -1.2 -3.8
Poland -1.9 -1.3 -0.6
Romania 1/ -5.4 -0.3 -5.1
Slovak Republic -1.9 -1.0 -0.9
Average -1.6 -0.9 -0.7
1/ For Romania the figures correspond to 2008.

Impact of reform on budget balances, 2007 (Percent of GDP)



IV. PensionIV. Pension––Adjusted Budget BalanceAdjusted Budget Balance

 PensionPension--adjusted budget balance calculated using:adjusted budget balance calculated using:

 current period budget balancecurrent period budget balance

 current period pension balance of first pillar (net current period pension balance of first pillar (net 
terms)terms)

 future path for pension balances of first pillar (net future path for pension balances of first pillar (net 
terms)terms)
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IV. PensionIV. Pension––Adjusted Budget BalanceAdjusted Budget Balance

wherewhere

 non pension fiscal balance equals fiscal balance non pension fiscal balance equals fiscal balance 
excluding pension spending and contributionsexcluding pension spending and contributions

 intertemporalintertemporal pension balance equals net present pension balance equals net present 
value of difference between contributions and value of difference between contributions and 
spending over next 50 yearsspending over next 50 years
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IV. PensionIV. Pension––Adjusted Budget BalanceAdjusted Budget Balance
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Budget balance
First pillar 

balance
Non pension 

budget balance

Bulgaria 0.1 -0.6 0.7
Estonia 2.6 0.5 2.1
Latvia -0.3 1.4 -1.7
Lithuania -1.0 -0.2 -0.8
Hungary -5.0 -2.3 -2.7
Poland -1.9 -4.7 2.8
Average -1.6 -1.2 -0.4
1/ For Romania the figures correspond to 2008.

Budget balances, 2007 (Percent of GDP)



IV. PensionIV. Pension––Adjusted Budget BalanceAdjusted Budget Balance
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NPV of pension 
balances (2007-2060)

Intertemporal pension 
balance (2007-2060)

Pension-adjusted 
budget balance (2007)

Bulgaria -48 -1.1 -0.4
Estonia -6 -0.1 2.0
Latvia -17 -0.4 -2.1
Lithuania -20 -0.5 -1.3
Hungary -88 -2.1 -4.9
Poland -164 -3.9 -1.1
Romania 1/ -125 -3.0 -6.9
Slovak Republic -78 -1.9 -1.6
Average -68 -1.6 -2.0
1/ For Romania the figures correspond to 2008.

Budget balances, 2007 (Percent of GDP)



IV. PensionIV. Pension––Adjusted Budget BalanceAdjusted Budget Balance

 Assessing longAssessing long--term fiscal impact of  public spending term fiscal impact of  public spending 
programs is essentialprograms is essential

 currentcurrent--period budget balance can give misleading period budget balance can give misleading 
picturepicture

 pensionpension--adjusted budget balance provides method to adjusted budget balance provides method to 
better assess sustainability and correctly incorporate better assess sustainability and correctly incorporate 
the effects of pension reformsthe effects of pension reforms
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IV. PensionIV. Pension––Adjusted Budget BalanceAdjusted Budget Balance

 Both overall and pensionBoth overall and pension--adjusted budget balances adjusted budget balances 
should be monitoredshould be monitored

 Overall balances key to assessing risks surrounding Overall balances key to assessing risks surrounding 
shortshort--term financing needsterm financing needs

 establishing ceilings for overall budget balance in the establishing ceilings for overall budget balance in the 
short and medium term is justifiedshort and medium term is justified
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Thank you!



IV. PensionIV. Pension––Adjusted Budget Balance Adjusted Budget Balance 
Technical AppendixTechnical Appendix
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A measure of the intertemporal pension balance at time (t) is one such that:
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Therefore, a measure of the overall balance at time (t) adjusting for the intertemporal pension balance at (t) 
is one such that:
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